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Figure 1: Comparison of depth estimation. (a) Original input; (b) Our result; (c) Direct NN estimation; (d) Depth cubepadding.

ABSTRACT
Due to the limited range of depth sensors, the depth estimators
for wild images were trained by ordinal data. Without the need
of re-train, we proposed an approach to create seamlessly ordinal
depth for 360 wild images. The 360 depth was applied to VR display
for improving the virtual perception.
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1 INTRODUCTION
360 cameras become increasingly popular in daily life. It records
the whole angle of view at the same time. A general display method
is to project the 360 image onto a skydome and set the viewpoint at
the center of the dome for display. It could be easily extended to VR
interaction for advanced visual perception by using two fixed 360
cameras to approximate the omnidirectional stereo images [Matzen
et al. 2017].

The approaches to estimate depth from a single image were
commonly classified into indoor and outdoor solutions. The indoor
depth data could be easily measured, so [Zioulis et al. 2018] pro-
jected the measured 3D points onto the space of 360 images and use
the depth information to train a neural network for depth inference.
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Besides, a cubepadding method [Wang et al. 2018] was introduced
which projected 360 images to cubemaps and trained a neural net-
work for depth estimation by each cube face. In order to preserve
the depth coherence, they suggested to pad part of adjacent cube
faces for training.

In the cases of outdoor depth estimation, the depth value was
unrestricted andmost of it could not bemeasured by current sensors.
[Li and Snavely 2018] trained a neural network using the ordinal
depth labeled by their automatic approach. [Lasinger et al. 2019]
released MiDaS system that improved the network to accommodate
the inconsistency between different large datasets.

According to [Didyk et al. 2011], the human visual system uses
an interplay of many cues to estimate spatial configurations for
understanding a scene. Inspired by the concept of bas-relief that
enhances visual perception by related depth, we developed an algo-
rithm to create a seamless 360 depth map from a wild 360 image and
applied the ordinal depth to stretch the disparity for VR display.

2 APPROACH
Our approach is best illustrated by an example. Fig. 2 shows the
processing steps of our algorithm. First, a 360 image, represented
as an equirectangular image in Fig. 2(a), is converted to a cubemap
(Fig. 2(b)) to avoid distortion. In order to retain more spatial infor-
mation, the top and bottom cube faces are duplicated and rotated to
match the border of the horizontal cube faces, as indicated by the
yellow boxes in Fig. 2(b). Besides, the horizontal four cube faces are
continuous and forming a panorama-like image. We then estimate
the depth on two image patches centered at green and red triangles,
each includes 3x3 cube faces as shown in Fig. 2(c). Linear blending
is applied to the overlapping faces and created a horizontally con-
tinuous depth map except for the top and bottom faces as indicated
by the green and red crosses in Fig. 2(d). In order to relief the depth
gaps between horizontal cube faces and the top and bottom cube
faces, we stitch the four horizontal cube faces to the respective ad-
jacent boundaries of the top and bottom cube faces. Then, Poisson
blending is applied to smooth out the boundaries and results as
in Fig. 2(e). Finally, the depth map is derived by reprojecting the
cubemap back to a 360 image as shown in Fig. 2(f) and the result is
seamless with ordinal depth preserved.
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Figure 2: Steps of proposed approach. (a) Input 360 image; (b) Convert the 360 image to a cubemap; (c) Estimated depth maps;
(d) Horizontally smooth processing; (e) Top and bottom cube faces smooth processing; (f) Final seamless 360 depth map.

Our approach is independent of depth estimation, so depend-
ing on the cases, a suitable algorithm could be applied to. Using
MiDaS as the depth estimator, different approaches compare in
Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) is the input 360 image and Fig. 1(b) is the result
derived by our approach. Fig. 1(c) is a direct depth estimation on
the 360 image where the distortion of the equirectangular image
largely increased the estimated error. Fig. 1(d) is the cubepadding
method which estimates the depth by padding neighboring images.
However, MiDaS was not trained for boundary coherence, gaps
between different views are notable. For more results, please refer
to the supplementary materials.

For better depth perception in VR display, the 360 depth map is
used as a displacement map to displace the skydome alone in the
direction to the center of the dome. However, if the viewing point
located in the center of the skydome, as Fig. 3(a), the viewing rays
were totally the same with the stretching directions such that the
disparity was eliminated. Therefore, as 3(b), the viewing point was
moved some distance in the opposite direction of view to enhance
the visual perception in VR interaction.

3 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORKS
We proposed a seamless 360 depth image derivation from an input
360 color image. The resulting depth image can help to enhance
the depth perception in VR display by displacing the skydome and
offsetting the viewpoint out from the center. Our approach can
adapt to the ordinal depth which covers both indoor or outdoor
360 images. Despite the depth enhancement is significant, further
study is required to assess the effect of visual perception.

Figure 3: Deviate the viewpoint from the center of the dome
for better VR depth perception.
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